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Abstract
Internet of Things (IoT) is suffered from different types of attacks due to vulnerability present in devices. Due to many IoT network traffic
features, the machine learning models take time to detect attacks. This paper proposes a feature selection for intrusion detection systems
(IDSs) using Information Gain (IG) and Gain Ratio (GR) with the ranked top 50% features for the detection of DoS and DDoS attacks.
The proposed system obtains feature subsets using insertion and union operations on subsets obtained by the ranked top 50% IG and GR
features. The proposed method is evaluated and validated on IoT-BoT and KDD Cup 1999 datasets, respectively, with a JRipclassifier. The
system provides higher performance than the original feature set and traditional IDSs on IoT-BoT and KDD Cup 1999 datasets using 16 and
19 features, respectively.
c 2021 The Korean Institute of Communications and Information Sciences (KICS). Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access
⃝
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Internet of Things (IoT) is a globally adopted technology in
automated network systems. The next stage of the Information
Technology (IT) rising and interconnectivity is the IoT, from
little toy to homemade application to the smart city in IoT.
IoT is a mixture of cloud-connected embedded systems used
by the consumer to access IT-related services utilizing the
combination of electronics-related things and internet protocol.
In IoT systems, protocols used may have security vulnerabilities [1] that can impact the whole system. IoT devices are
vulnerable targets for cybercriminals and attackers because of
their lack of fundamental security protocols. That implies that
they can be hacked and attacked by botnets, which are used to
initiate DDoS against organizations.
The noisy captured network traffic in IoT consists of a
large number of traffic features. The machine learning models
require more time to build models and affect the performance
of IDS due to the presence of a large number of features in
IoT network traffic. Therefore, feature selection is required for
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intrusion detection in IoT that builds the models in minimum
time and achieves higher performance.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1. This paper proposes a feature selection method using
Information Gain (IG) and Gain Ratio (GR) with top
50% ranked features for IDS in IoT.
2. The proposed feature selection method is tested on BoTIoT dataset and validated on the prominent KDD Cup
1999 dataset.
3. The proposed feature selection method provides higher
performance with JRip classifier on BoT-IoT and KDD
Cup 1999 datasets using obtained features in minimum
model build time.
4. The proposed system is also compared to the existing
systems on BoT-IoT and KDD Cup 1999 datasets.
2. Literature review
DDoS attacks features and principal component analysis
(PCA) [2] is presented to detect DDoS attacks in IDS. The
system achieved higher precision of 92% with Mahalanobis
Distance (MD) using reduced features on KDD Cup 1999
dataset. The network IDS presented in [3] with K-means
clustering achieved higher detection of 96.8% with K-means
clustering using manually selected 8–16 features. The work [4]
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used PCA in anomaly IDS with softmax regression and provided a detection rate of 99.31% with 1.116% False Alarm
Rate (FAR) using ten reduced features.
The work [5] used particle swarm optimization (PSO) for
feature selection and provided recall, precision, and accuracy
of 99.5%, 99.6%, and 99.6% respectively on the NSL-KDD
dataset with deep neural network (DNN) using selected features. The work [6] presented multi-layered framework using
deep learning-based IDS. The system obtained 26 selected
features using Cohen’s Kappa coefficient and Mathew correlation methods and produced higher accuracy of 98.27% for
the detection of DoS attacks with Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN).
The study [7] proposed IDS with an ensemble classifier using the feature selection method. The system used correlation
coefficient (CC) for feature selection and an ensemble classifier of Naive Bayes, decision tree (DT), and artificial neural
network (ANN) for intrusion detection. The system achieved
98.54% accuracy for detecting DoS attacks on UNSW-NB 15
datasets with an ensemble classifier using selected features.
The system [8] achieved higher accuracy of 89.76% with a
higher FAR of 1.68 using top-ranked 13 IG features with C5
classifier. The work [9] proposed the use of IG in feature
selection for IDS. The system produced higher accuracy of
93.23% with 6.77% FAR with C4.5 classifier using top ten
ranked features of IG.
The system [10] obtained six reduced features using the
multi-objective feature selection technique. The system provided 99.90% accuracy with an extreme learning machine
(ELM) classifier on CICIDS 2017 dataset. The study [11]
proposed Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks in IDS
to detect cyber attacks and achieved an accuracy of 99.91%
and 98.22% on ISCX and AWID datasets, respectively, with
LSTM using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) parameter
optimization.
The work [12] presented layer architecture used the top 10
ranked features of the GR method and tested them on a simulated dataset. The architecture achieved higher performance
with the J48 classifier than other tree and rule-based classifiers
for detecting DoS attacks. The work [13] presented a multilayer framework to detect DDoS attack with a decision tree.
The system manually selected eight features and achieved an
accuracy of 99.98% on a simulated dataset to detect ICMP,
TCP, and UDP flood attacks. The study [14] used natureinspired algorithms for feature selection on NS-3 simulated
dataset with Forecasting and Chaos approach. The system
achieved a detection rate (DR) of 94.3% for the detection of
transport and application layer DoS attacks. The work [15]
used the wrapper feature selection method for feature selection
in IDS. The system produced a higher accuracy of 97.39%
with support vector machine (SVM) on the honeypot Cowrie
dataset, including Spying, SSH, and XOR DDoS attacks.
The literature review observed that KDD Cup 199, CICIDS
and ISCX datasets are non-IoT intrusion datasets, i.e., network
intrusion datasets that include HTTP DoS attacks. AWID
dataset consists of Madiun Access Contol (MAC) Layer attacks related to the IEEE 802.11. The Cowrie dataset consists

Fig. 1. DoS and DDoS Detection system in IoT.

of DDoS attacks related to authentication in IoT. IoT-BoT is
the latest dataset, especially for IoT, with distinct features compared to network intrusion datasets that include application and
transport layer DoS and DDoS attacks. This study proposes the
feature selection-based IDS to detect DoS and DDoS attacks
in IoT.
3. Proposed system
The proposed intrusion detection system in IoT mainly
consists of data pre-processing, feature selection, and rule
based JRip classifier as shown in Fig. 1.
The captured network traffic is not suitable for machine
learning models due to the presence of noise. It consists of
NaN and missing values. It also consists of some of the
features presenting the same information in text and numeric
form. Therefore, initially, data pre-processing is performed on
the noisy network traffic. The features presenting the same
information in text form are removed, and NaN and missing
values are replaced with zero. In this way, data pre-processing
achieves the compact dataset for feature selection and intrusion
detection.
The compact dataset obtained using data pre-processing is
further used for feature selection and classification into normal
and attack. Machine learning provides filter, wrapper, and
embedded feature selection methods. The system uses IG and
GR from the collection of filter-based feature selection techniques. The system selects the top 50% ranked features of the
total number of features present in the compact dataset. The
unique feature selection techniques obtain a subset of features,
namely Information Gain-Top Fifty Percent-Feature Subset
(IG-TFP-FS) and Gain Ratio-Top Fifty Percent-Feature Subset
(GR-TFP-FS), by selecting a top, 50% ranked features. New
Reduced Feature Subsets (RFS), namely RFS-1 and RFS-2, are
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obtained using intersection and union operations, respectively,
on the features’ obtained subsets. The new subsets of features,
namely RFS-1, and RFS-2 are provided to JRip rule-based
classifier to select a single feature subset that includes the
minimum number of features. The JRip classifier with ten-fold
cross-validation (CV) measures the system’s performance. It
selects a single subset of features based on improved accuracy
(ACC), detection rate (DR), and model built-up time (B. Time)
compared to the original feature set.

Table 1
Feature subsets obtained for DoS and DDoS detection.
Method

Feature numbers

IG-TFP-FS

4, 6, 10, 18, 20, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34,
35, 36

GR-TFP-FS

4, 9, 10, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33,
35, 36,

RFS-2

4, 6, 9, 10, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33,
34, 35, 36

RFS-1

4, 10, 18, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 36

4. System implementation and result analysis
The proposed system described in Section 3 is implemented
and tested using the Waikato Information Research Environment (Weka 3.8.3) on a 32 GB RAM workstation fitted with
an Intel Xeon CPU E3-1271 v3 @ 3.60 GHz CPU. The
Scikit-learn library in Python is used for pre-processing of
the data. The proposed system is tested on latest [16] IoTBoT dataset. The dataset consists of 43 features excluding
labels. The dataset consists of DoS, DDoS, Keylogging, Data
exfiltration, OS and Service Scan attacks. The proposed system
detects DoS and DDoS attacks in IoT. Therefore the system
uses 20% of the dataset for testing and includes UDP, TCP,
and HTTP-based DoS and DDoS attacks. The derived dataset
consists of a total number of 715 848 records, and includes 477
and 715 371 records of normal and attack respectively.
In data pre-processing, the features such as pkSeqID, Stime,
saddr, daddr, and ltime that bypasses the system are removed
manually. The features such as flgs, and Proto present in the
dataset that have the same meaning in text form are also
removed manually. The script written in Python is used to
replace the missing and NaN values present in the benchmark
dataset. Finally, the system uses the obtained compact dataset
using data pre-processing consisting of 36 features. Further,
the compact dataset is used for feature selection.
The study [17] shows that filter-based feature selection
algorithms are faster than wrapper techniques. Filter-based
feature selection algorithms present in the Weka tool are used,
and empirical analysis is performed on IoT-BoT dataset. It
shows that the top-ranked 50% features of IG and GR provide
higher accuracy than other filter techniques. Therefore, the
system selects IG and GR and obtains IG-TFP-FS and GRTFP-FS subsets by choosing the top 50% features to the total
number of 36 features present in the dataset. The subsets IGTFP-FS and GR-TFP-FS consist of top-ranked 18 features, as
shown in Table 1.
The system performs intersection and union operations on
top 50% ranked features of IG and GR, i.e., IG-TFP-FS and
GR-TFP-FS, and obtained new subsets of features, namely
RFS-1 and RFS-2. The new feature subsets, namely RFS-1
and RFS-2, obtained using intersection and union operations
on IG-TFP-FS and GR-TFP-FS consist of 16 and 20 features
as shown in Table 1.
The empirical analysis of rule-based classifiers available
in the Weka is performed on IoT-BoT dataset. It shows that
JRip classifier provides higher accuracy and detection rate
of 99.9992% and 99.9937% with 80.94 s model built up

Table 2
Result analysis on IoT-BoT dataset with JRip.
Method

ACC(%)

DR(%)

ICI (%)

B. Time (s)

All F
IG-TFP-FS
GR-TFP-FS
RFS-2
RFS-1

99.9992
99.9993
99.9992
99.9992
99.9993

99.3711
99.5799
99.3711
99.3711
99.5799

0.0008
0.0007
0.0008
0.0008
0.0007

80.94
36.34
42.45
40.87
34.31

time compared to other rule-based classifiers. Therefore, The
new feature subsets, namely RFS-1 and RFS-2, consist of
16 and 20 features, respectively; as shown in Table 1, the
JRip classifier is provided to select a single subset for feature
selection. The model’s performance is calculated in terms of
ACC, DR, and model built up time with ten-fold CV. The
system selects a single feature subset from RFS-1 and RFS-2
based on improved accuracy (ACC), detection rate (DR), and
model built-up time (B. Time) compared to 36 features present
in the compact dataset, IG-TFP-FS, and GR-TFP-FS. Finally,
the system selects the subset RFS-1 that consists of 16 features
for DoS and DDoS detection.
The implemented system is tested on IoT-BoT dataset,
and performance is measured with JRip. Table 2 shows the
performance of the system with JRip using different feature
subsets obtained during system implementation. Table 2 shows
that the obtained feature subset RFS-1 built the model using
JRip in 34.31 s, achieved higher ACC and DR of 99.9993%,
and 99.5798% with 0.000004194 FAR using 16 features compared to GR-TFP-FS, RFS-2, and 36 features present in the
compact dataset. It also shows that the system achieved the
same ACC and DR with the minimum model built time using
16 features compared to IG-TFP-FS. It also provided lesser
Incorrect Classification Instances (ICI) compared to compact
dataset features.
5. System comparison and validation
A comparative analysis of the proposed system is performed with the traditional feature selection based network
IDSs on IoT-BoT dataset. The feature selection approaches
mentioned in traditional IDSs are applied on IoT-BoT dataset,
and the performance is calculated with JRip using obtained
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rate of 99.9993%, and 99.5798% respectively, with JRip using
16 features on BoT-IoT dataset. The KDD Cup 1999 dataset’s
system validation also improved accuracy and detection rate of
99.9920% and 99.9943% to detect DoS attack using 19 features with JRip. This presented work will be extended to find
optimal features for IDS using a combination of bio-inspired
algorithms.

Table 3
Comparison with the traditional IDSs on IoT-BoT.
Study

ACC(%)

DR(%)

FAR

B. Time (s)

All F
[8]
[18]
RFS-1

99.9992
99.9990
99.9992
99.9993

99.3711
99.3697
99.3711
99.5798

0.000004194
0.000005591
0.000004194
0.000004194

80.94
27.56
52.08
34.31

Table 4
Proposed system validation on KDD Cup 1999 dataset.

CRediT authorship contribution statement

Study

ACC(%)

DR(%)

B. Time (s)

FAR

All F
[8]
[18]
RFS-1

99.990
99.990
99.985
99.992

99.9909
99.9932
99.9943
99.9943

16.5
7.61
9.67
9.34

0.000128
0.000165
0.000311
0.000110
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feature subset. A comparative analysis of the system with
traditional network IDSs on IoT-BoT dataset with JRip is as
shown in Table 3.
Table 3 shows that the proposed system achieved higher
ACC and DR of 99.9993% and 99.5798% respectively, with
JRip using obtained feature subset compared to [8,18], and
36 features present in the compact dataset. The system [8]
uses the top 13 ranked IG features, and the system obtained
reduced features using IG and CR. The proposed feature
selection uses a combination of IG and GR with top-ranked
50% features provides higher performance in terms of ACC
and DR compared to [8] and [18]. The system also provides
a lesser False Alarm Rate (FAR) of 0.000004194 compared
to [8].
The proposed system is also validated on KDD Cup 1999
dataset with JRip. The proposed system mainly detects DoS
and DDoS attacks. Therefore, only DoS instances present in
KDD Cup 1999 dataset are extracted for experimentation and
validation. The dataset consists of a total number of 142 404
instances with 41 features. The dataset includes 87 832 and
54 572 of normal and DoS instances, respectively. The dataset
consists of Smurf, land, pod, teardrop, Neptune, and back DoS
attacks. The proposed system described in Section 3 obtains 19
features for the detection of DoS attacks on KDD Cup 1999
dataset. The comparative analysis of the proposed method
with traditional IDSs has been performed on KDD Cup 1999
dataset with JRip, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4 shows that the proposed system achieved higher
accuracy of 99.9920% with JRip using 19 features to detect
DoS attacks on KDD Cup 1999 dataset compared to [8,18],
and original features. It also shows that the feature selection
method provides the same detection rate of 99.9943% using
the minimum of 19 features and 9.34 s model built time
compared to [18] and original features.
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